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Beware Of
a man who calls you
Lynnie Lynnie and
won't let you out of
the house breaks
your car takes your'
glasses
conies with
a spy glass when
you go to an after
noon shower He says
love he bangs his
head on the wall for
ever Listen what
he really wants is
a bitch some blonde
slut as phony as his
mother with' those
Sarah Lee cakes shed
squeeze into her
own pans and her
eyes trained on lint
picking the lint
from so many Januaries
He'll call you an old
whore if you dance
with a man or someone
smiles on the subway
He'll sew himself
to your side till a
skinny girl winks
He'll put you in a
new house and go
away like smote
He won't come back
till he thinks
you've_got another
then he smashes
the glass leaves
the house in a
mess. You want a whole but he's
hot for holes

Unshockable Madonna
can write poems
about fucking
more juicy than
any man a split
beaver doesn't
shock her
there's nothing
she hasn't done
and she'd not
sorry But call
her gal or
cutie and
she blushes

LynLifshin

LynLifshin

Tuesday
Somewhere in me a
glass plane crashed
in a sea of glass,
air full of shards
You running with that
odd grin it was
as if I'd just been
told the tea I gulped
had leaves of ground
glass I
could have been
a spun glass wind
chime gored by a
12 ton unbreakable
glass bull

Lyn Li/shin
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Black Patent

An Abandoner

High atop the Empire State Building,
overlolring lovely downtown Manhattan,

I have dropped the carton I was brining you
Down the broken stairs, adding
Rubble to rubble.
The little pieces of chain
And the brass whistle glint in the grey dust.
How can I? pick up
Each earring, each
Plastic animal when the shadows move
And the lights hover and.the wind pushes
The paper and the tape away from the window,
And the people on the street shout,
They have radios,
And a phone is ringing,

black patent leather lips and
neon smiles light up
the runway,
tan, slender legs
linger outside so many gold-plated limousines,
playing house in
movie star clothes,

So I drifted out,
Down the stairs, a milkweed fuzz.
I heard the soft mulatto voices.
There's a blue glow over the river;
i:i,ere arc violins behind sick pop songs.
1 ve dropped the whole mishmash,
My choices, over sad cliffs again.
1 must be attached by a string to the moon.

seen in all those plush uptown bars,
'it's the atmosphere, darling,'
and on this sultry summer evening

.

all that glitters,
turns to rust
all that glamour,

AdarnKing

turns to dust
and crumbles into their humble
Monday morning work day lunch.

Pam Hershey
Jodie Lynn Vuckovich

Untitled
The lonely place of
mourning, where the widow cries
lies untouched by sun

Karen Pauly

Untitled
People, like snowflakes,
last only as long as
the time is right ...

Karen Pauly
Jodie Lynn Vuckovich
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Jodie Lynn Vuckovich

him. "You know Lee knows about us. Please. You don't
understand. You don't understand."
"You made your decisions, lovely lady." He combs his blond
curls.
Lovelr lady. "Rich, brush my hair." She jumps up and runs to the
other side of the room and snaps a plastic hairbrush into her hand.
"What the hell?"
Lovely lady. ''I'll be your china doll. If that's what you want.
Please brush my hair."
"I want a beer."
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THE RITUAL
1

"Put on your make-up. We never make love without )our make
up.
"Lee, couldn't we just do it. I've got soup on the stove. I haven't
done the dishes since yesterday morning. You want to fuck. Let's
iust do it."
"Janis, the ritual excites me. You know I need to watch you
putting on that rouge, the blue eye shadow, the dart mascara, the
red glossy lipstick. Honey, please, be my china doll."
China doll. Since 12 years old. Knock. Knock. Come in. Father
with lace nightgown. Can he brush my hair? Lovely lady, be said.
"Oh, Christ. All right."
She stands to the left of the mirror. Lee lies naked on their
king-sized bed, his eyes intent on her reflection.
Janis blots her cheek with a hint of rouge. Then she slides a tube
of eye-liner into the plam of her hand. A perfect blue line across her
eyelid. See Rich tonight. Not his china doll. White highlighter under
her eye. Knock. Knock. Come in. Honey, Daddy wants to put some
make-up on your face. The lipstick. "How do I lookT"
"Beautiful, oh, this is great. You are so lovely. Look what I
bought for a lovely lady." Lee springs from the bed and opens the
top drawer of the bureau.
"Oh, no. Lee."
"Don't you like it?"
"What did it cost?"
"Put it on."
Janis lifts a black lace negligee over her head and looks into'the
mirror. She turns arouad and around, making sure she sees each
side of the gown in the mirror. Pretty.
"Let your hair down."
Janis tugs a ribbon from the back of her head and her shoulder
length brown hair falls straight over the straps of black lace.
"Oh, Janis. So beautiful. Come, come quickly."
He grabs her and pulls her down onto the bed. His hand
maneuvers under the black lace and prepares for the invasion.
Lee rolls on top of her and kisses her neck, her ear, his tongue
darts in and out of her mouth, and he whispers, "it's fucking
someone else. Making love not to my wife a china doll beautiful."
His body contracts. "Beautiful women."
Janis moves out from underneath him. She stands and walks into
the one bathroom in their two bedroom apartment. The yellow shag
carpet is warm under her bare feet. Running water. Soap. China
doll, get this shit off your face. Knock. Knock. Here is cold cream,
honey. Let Daddy help you.
Lee calls out from the bedroom. ''Are you staying home with me
tonight?"
Janis wipes her face with a kleenex. "I've got to get some bread
and cheese at the grocery store. The soup's ready to eat." Will he
say anything? Flimsy excuse.
Lee moves down the hallway and into the bathroom. There is a
blue toilet, a blue shower stall and matching blue towels. He leans
over, gnaws Janis' left ear and places a line of soft kisses down her
back. "You're so good to me, my china lady."
She winces, walks back to·the bedroom, dresses. A pair of brown
corduroy's over her wide hips and a yellow T-shirt with Manhattan
over her breasts. 30. Prime of life. Dress up like a Mil to tum him
on. ''What kind of cheese do you want from the grocer's? Oteck the
soup while I'm gone, will you?

CINDY SHEARER
2
"Lee doesn't believe me, Rich. That I'm out buying cheese. He
knows I'm with you. Perhaps I shouldn't have told him about us."
"I'm sure that you shouldn't have, "Rich coos into her neck. His
tongue traces small circles· in her ear and he pulls the T-shirt up
around her shoulders.
Her hand walks the small steps up his hard muscular back.
Strong. Construction work. Janis reaches for his blue jeans. "I want
you in my mouth."
Rich pulls off the denim pants. He sits on the floor and motions
her over to him. Janis' mouth licks his hard flesh. She pushes her
head down pressing him farther and farther down her throat.
His long arms reach behind her.
Lover. Blond. Such thighs . Chest. She jerks her head from his
penis. "Fuck me."
Janis raises her body and stradles him like a saddle. Her legs are
wrapped tightly against his back.
"What sugar. Oh, Rich. What sugar." So good. Fucking another
man. What a man a man.
They are quiet.
They sit sprawled on the floor, brown and blue jeans heaped on
one side, two T-shirts on the other. A saxophone whines from a
stereo on a window ledge in the bedroom.
"Do you think we're good together, Rich."
"Yeah, good."
"Sex is never like this with my husband. It's fun to make love on
the floor. My husband would never 1do it.You know we've never
made love in your bedroom.''
"Do you want to change the album, Janis?"
"No. I love that sound. There's nothing like a suophone. Lee
loves listening to jazz. After he's been teaching, he says the music
really draws out his emotions. He listens to jazz after we eat dinner
too. We always do the dishes together. He says it makes the work
go faster.
"Are you thirsty?"
"Not thirsty. Still hungry." She sweeps her hand across his
chest. "Do you like making love to me?"
"Why do you always ask that?"
Janis crawls over to the pile of T-shirts and as s.'te puts the word
Manhattan again over her chest, "I wish you weren't leaving
Sunday."
"You know I've taken a job in New York for the summer."
"I've be~n trying to ,work out bQw I can get away from here for
two weeks in August. I m going to try and tell Lee I'm camping with
a girl in the office.
"Janis, I've decided I don't want you to come up in August."
"What do you mean? Jt would be a lot of trouble, but bah:-, two
weeks alone. Day and night, we could be alone."
"I don't want to see you again." He reaches for his T-shirt and
avoids her out-stretched hand.
''Why?'' She stands and boxes the air in front of her. She is bare
below the T-shirt. "I need you."
"I'm tired of sex with you. You talk all the time about your
husband." He slips his blue jeans over two golden muscular thighs.
"Rich..." Janis takes an involuntary step back and looks into his
evenly tanned face. Bastard. No. She turns away from him and folds
her fingers into two fists. Her Jep collapse and slap against the
'loor. Her righf fist punches a bare thip. Jania does not .t\1111 to face
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Lemon soap into sink. Hot running water. Dishes dirty since
yesterday. Wedding present. Mother and father. Father said,
"China dishes for china doll."
Plates first, then silverware. Pots and pans last.
Janis turns off the hot water, opens a drawer next to the sink,
picks out a dish rag and a matchin8 towel and shoves a day and a
half"s plates, cereal bo~ls, and glasses into the soapy water. Where
did Lee go. Trying to frighten the china doll. Teach her not to play
with other men again.
She moves the nozzle of the faucet to the left side of the doubie
si_nk and turns the hot water back on. With dish rag in hand, she
packs up a plate and scrubs the spaghetti dried to the surface and
rinses it under hot water. She places the china plate in the rack and
repeats the process.
Janis leans toward the faucet and says, "before my father gave
me away at my wedding, he whispered to Lee, 'now you own the
china doll. Fragile. Handle with care.' "
Crash. She looks to the floor. A plate in a hundred small pieces.
"That was for Rich. I can't play by the rules of a real man." Janis
picks up another plate from the soapy water and drops it to the floor.
"'Fhis one _is for mother. Too much make-up, every anniversary she
wore a chngy black dress. She made him sleep in a separate

bedroom."
Two cereal bowls rise from the water and are thrown against the
kitchen wall. "Cereal bowls for father. I never ate breakfast. Too
tired to get up in time. Brushing my hair every night. For hours but
he never touched my body. China doll must have beautiful face,
beautiful hair."
She puts both of her arms into the dishwater and pulls out two
china cups and two saucers. Janis drops one cup to the floor and
heaves one against the wall. She smashes a saucer against the edge
of the kitchen table, and the other, she sets on the floor. Her right
foot stomps the middle of the saucer and it breaks into two pieces.
"The halves are for Lee. Just following instructions. Daddy paid for
the Ph.D. because Lee taught me the ritual. The ritual Daddy could
never go through with. But now, you like it, Lee. You need it."
Janis sits in a metal chair by the kitchen table and glances at the
broken china on the floor. Slowly, she slips off her corduroy's and
the yellow shirt for the third time. Walk to the refrigerator. She
opens the door, takes out the cheese she bought on her way home
from Rjch's, the homemade vegetable soup, two eggs, a jar of red
beets, and a stick of butter. Each item is placed one by one on the
white enamel table.
Janis looks at her left breast and asks, "am I pretty? Am I a pretty
woman?" Her hand rubs her right shoulder and draws a line across
her skin to the other shoulder avoiding her nipples.
She takes a spoon and two cups from the lukewarm water. She
slices the cheese, pours a cup of soup, picks out three red beets, and
cracks the eggs, spooning the yolks into a china cup. The stick of
butter is in her right hand.
The butter is smooth on her face. Foundation. The china doll
wears make-up. Next the red beets are in her hands. She blots each
cheeck with a separate beet. With the third she reddens her lips.
The egg yolks are highlighter for her eyes. Janis rubs her index
finger into the cup and dots yellow yolk under her lashes. The
cheese is eye-liner. She takes broth from the vegtable soup and
smears it as brown eye shadow. A spoon. She walks to the sink,
takes another silver tablespoon from the dishwasher. Eat the soup.
A key turns in the lock to the front door of the apartment. Janis
nibbles a slice of cheese. China doll. A beautiful woman. She calls
out. "I'm in the kitchen, Lee."
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Favourite Uncles
Brad Schide
Everyone has one. At least, they're supposed to have one. I'm
speaking, of course, about a favourite uncle; a warm and generous
male relative who fills a child's life with fun and love, the
incarnation of each child's romantic and adventurous fantasies.
I knew all along that I had no one in my immediate family who
could adequately play the part. Of the two uncles I have ever
actually met, I prefer Uncle Clarence. We met at his funeral. He
seemed a very pleasant old man stretched out in his blue serge suit,
lying against the rose coloured satin coffin lining. He aroused very
little grief among the fifteen or so people at his funeral, most of
whom seemed to be total strangers to one another. I was grateful for
this, as well as for the merciful brevity of the whole affair, enabling
me to be back in in front of the television for the second game of the
Los Angeles Angels- Portland Beavers doubleheader.
This would inevitably be the time chosen by my other uncle,
Uncle Harry, for one of his too frequent visits to our house. I think
he wanted to be a national office holder in the Ku Klux Klan. The
disappointment at not quite making the grade poisoned his whole
outlook on life. It had raised the whine of his mid western drawl at
least one decibel and two octaves, producing a shrill whine of
protest and complaint about That Old Skunk Roosevelt, the niggers,
or 'chocolate drops' as he referred to them, and, of course, Wops
and Commies. My father and he would spar over nearly every one of
these topics and almost in that identical order. The stereotyped red
neck who stalked out of our house in frozen silence after supper,
leaving my father enraged, my mother flustered. Stalking out and
taking with him my fat, gentle Aunt Lois, whom I've only just
realized I loved, and who was dying of cancer then. She would leave
amid a flutter of pleasantries, trying desperately to work the one
miracle that was never possible in our family, to change a family
affair from the social and emotional disasters they inevitably were
into something good and friendly and warm.
Harry was my father's step brother. They had grown up together
on an Illinois farm. It was to this farm that my father brought us in
1964 from Australia. He had married my mother in Australia and I
had been born there during the war. Uncle Harry had left the farm
for the brewery in California, and there had been no one to help
Grandma on the farm.
Until we came. It was then that I first became aware of my Uncle
Jack. He was, my mother claimed, only a distant relative. For some
reasons I always saw him as my mother's brother. Many myths and
legends hung about him, the core of that myth reduced itself to the
claim that, having lived a genteel, thoroughly respectable existence
in Sydney for the first forty years of his life, he vanished one day,
rode through Parramatta, was sighted near Penrith, and had never
been seen or heard from since. There were, paradoxically, either
rumours, proud and ashamed references to a drinking problem, and
even some mention of his having drunk horse linament. My mother
would tell me this in a quiet, faraway troubled voice, rocking on the
verandah of our farmhouse in the middle of the United States.
"He just got onto a horse one day and rode off into the bush."
The soft gentle motion of the swing is halted for a moment.
"And no one heard from him again."
I sit, bathing in the beauty of a midwest summer sunset,
splashing down on the field of ripening com across the road. I stare
at the silken tassles, thinking of Jack, living alone on his horse. Out
there. Drinking horse linament. I began to sense something dark
and sinister yet strangely beautiful about the country thousands of
miles that I had been born in, but which was rapidly escaping me. In
the trim, orderly progressions of the Southern illinois seasons,
within the comfortable walls of our white, two storied wooden farm
house. the drinking of horse linament seemed an inspired
depravity.
I kept and nourished a romantic image of Uncle Jack. Knowing no·
Australian men, I adopted a lean, tactiturn, Gary Cooper figure for
my Uncle Jack. He swayed slightly in the saddle, dressed in river
boat gambling black. I pictured him to be forever riding through a
vast New Meixco canyon on an ordinary, but aging brown horse. I
had never seen a gum tree, but I knew what the desert looked like.

We went to the local country drive-in on Saturday nights in the early
fifties. I could see him drifting slowly, pointlessly, throush the heat
and the boulders, going nowhere. He contemptuously1·hoists a bottle
of horse linament to his lips for a lqng pull while vultures circle
overhead.
The farm went broke. We moved to Los Angeles. This time is
fixed in my mind by images of memory like announcements of Ike's
golf score on a smoggy Saturday after I had just finished mowing
the lawn and raked the walnut leaves from the front yard. There was
Thursday Night Wrestling and Roller Derby on Friday nights on
television. The last minor league baseball games played in Los
Angeles were played in these years. The image of Uncle Jack grew
fainter and more indistinct.
"He was the one I was going to marry when I grew up," Jackie
said. She was telling me about her favourite uncle. It was a warm
summer night and we sitting in the mostly deserted beer garden of
the Coogee Bay Hotel. The jets swept into Mascot, coming in off the
ocean, over the beach in front of us, passing almost directly
overhead, forcing long gaps and pauses in our conversations.One
morning, nearly six years earlier I had flown in from San Francisco
and stayed.
"He's Dad's younger brother. I was in England, and of course
looked him up. When I turned up, my Uncle, Ronnie was his name,
arranged for us all to go out to a restaurant for dinner. It began to
look like my uncle and aunt couldn't get a babysitter. Auntie eyed
me suspiciously. I had no idea what was going on between them
until we finally just fled the house, Ronnie pushing me towards the
front door and the car, leaving my aunt at home with the two small
children. We pulled up in front of a blockof•flats. \ ~ woman. a llirl
came out and kissed my uncle and sat down in the front seat,
waiting to be, introduced.•'
"You were surprised at this?"
"I suppose I shouldn't have been. It's just that he was my favorite
uncle. If I'd married him he would have been doing that to me. Do
you see? I just couldn't accept it all. Of course his wife knew all
about it. In fact I don't think she was ever convinced that I was his
niece. It was humiliating the way she grilled me about my parents
and the events of theprevious evening while I was waiting for a hair
dryer at the beauty salon. I wanted to give my aunt the address we
had been to, but I'd drunk too much and could no longer
remember it. All I wanted to do was get the hell out of the place:•
We sat in silence watching the traffic going by in front of us,
listening to the sea.
"It sounds crazy and puritanical, dumb even. I know. I just felt so
disappointed." She raised her glass and continued to stare out at
the street.
I knew. I had stumbled across the descendents ofmy Uncle Jack.
I had been $Cnt out to Mudgee to teach school. I had not consciously
been tracking him. There were no teaching jobs in the U.S. I saw an
ad in the San Francisco Chronicle. I applied and was hired. I came
'home' after twenty five years. There were distant relatives of mine
whom I had encountered by chance at an Historical Society meeting
in Mudgee.
These relatives told me about Jack. He had come there from
Sydney. He'd been cheated out of some land or money by,sorneonein
the family. He'd settled down and worked hard. Had managed to
save enough to buy a shop, one of the most successful ones in the
town during the twenties. He had done extremely well and had
ended up buying a large property in the area. He had lived to the
age of ninety and no one could remember a single interesting thing
about him. He had only died the year I had returned to Australia.
I hesitated to ask, but knew, somehow, that I must, "Do you
remember whether he drank horse tinament?"
There is a shocked, stunned silence. Hands clutch at purses,
trembling. They reel away from me like a dangerous lunatic.
"Favourite uncles only last so long. They're a bit like cheap
lollies. It's best to enjoy them while you can." I say watching
another plane swoop in over the Pacific.

Minutolo
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Rendezvous
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I tum on to the tin collage on the radio
And wash my single body with the advertisements·
And the swift voices of my faceless friends,
The sweet aggressive lines that sing
My stuff for me when I'm too tired to listen.
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Disturb my mirror so that as I pass
Pa~t the fragile door an unsound feedbacks
Like the throatless wail of an enchanted
Wineglass at a party, saying what
A dog say (as it rises tensely

Closet King
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I hear them drop against the wood floor wall:
Sounds rattle in odd space, like they had
Amigravity in the next apartment; and open and close
The medicinechest again, moving their mirror,
And turn hot on and off again.
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On the other s_ide, calling to the greyhaired girl
Whose fingertip touches the wineglass rim
With such a noise. As if the plaster were
Alice's gauze mirror, I see her brown leg
Curved past the black couch to her lap.
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Proving bullseye patterns geometrically
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red palm Fooz ball

Hanging with my hangers clanking darknei.s
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"Just one more beer!"

super flash bowling games,

And I have voices in my room.
I get them when -I sit in my chair,
the water tapping hot, groancold,
The warble through _space of a childbride calling her dog,
Her old man answermg. The nimble ghost
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electronic pinball machines,

In a quiet night when the atmosphere
Is tuned a pitch up by the moonshine)
As it whines by the door or window
And projects incomprehensible
Questions.
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Then assuming the rain to be my own again.
A oompanion moodmusic, backdrop
For my personal story,
I dress myself in dark blue; that
And my beard, gravemaker for my childhood,
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My feet to polurhythmic repetitions
Blinded, I turn the knob for quick exit
Old dictionary smells float about the

2.

R. Gerry Fabian

French Fried
Onion Rings

Room in synonyms of time and place

One tangled, sympathetic hour
Apologising like a puppy for its error
But still held by my heart, for all its faults.
I will defend you against all assaults by
Wellmeaning psychological uncles.

Musical cameras flash my fluorescent
Footsteps powered on the floor
With hair a fire I'm left alone

I too~ it (popped it like a pill) with waiting and staring,
Tappmg my toe to the top ten: should have been
Taking care of my sweet brethren Duties, the little
Trolls with their doggy asking eyes. I
Cannot answer.

With a broken rope start,
you wakeup;
Then stare in the darkness.

Your mute question,} cannot answer
Any mute questions, answer or understand.
But .I dressed in blue an hour ago,
Each lace in place, then let the
Magazine and radio interrupt each other.

Thank God,
it was only a dream.

My basking baby lov~r Time, the Light, improperly omened,
Showed me your habits after death: a
Great teenangel with a videotape, holding
For your classmates that large flawed diamond
For which my life's a setting: an hour waiting.

The kind that kept you
ice cream frozen

Harrison Orr

3.
My sweet lover Time has long, long hair
And his lipstick's rubyred.
They hate him in the highschool;
He leans back in the tight desk chair
Letting his belly peek out, veiny contour.

for hours

as a child.

So
you rearrange the covers,

My muscled lover Time has long, long, long hair.
Sarcastic women disapprove his faded pants,
The demin apple hidden in his lap,
The choked, disturbing music that he makes
With his crystal acrylic guitar.
My sunburned lover Time wears baseball socks.
Her older sister helps her comb her hair,
The ends reach down to dust her breasts.
Hot water pours down between those paperwhite
Cool breasts, vodkatonic hangs on her lips.
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close your eyes
and try for something better.

AdamKing
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R. Gerry Fabian

Nauset
in August
the sea broils red
our oars sculling against the current
tide thickened with kelp
like snarls of hair
the long tangled mane
of a girl drowned last summer
drifting
an empty shell like the fragile wisps of sea horses
their skeletons scuttled by the waves
a final home
her body bobbing to the surface
a white flower
the tattered bloom of a sea anemone
scattered upon the darkening water

AmyClark
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Getting Around

l

Diane Wilson

I don't know when I first suspicioned that Michael wasn't telling
me the truth. Maybe it was two years ago when I came home from
classes early and found his secretary wrapped in my blue velour
bathrobe.
"Oh, Jenny! You're home early, honey. Ahh .... well ...uhh, you
know Tracy, my secretary; she, uhh, split cofee, yea! Coffee. All
over her dress, and it's washing now. You don't mind that I let her
borrow your bathrobe do you, Jenny?"
"No-o, I guess not."
''That a girl, Jen. I was just telling Tracy here what a sweet girl I
have, and now she can see it for herself, huh Tracey?"
"Sure thing, Ace. She's real.. .sweet. " Tracey mumbled
something else underneath her breath, but I didn't catch it.
"I'll go down to the laundry room and get her clothes." For some
reason there seemed to be an over abundance of tension in the room
and I wanted out.
" No-no-no-no-no Jenny!" Micheal nearly pounced me as I was
walking out the door. "Tracey's clothes already washed and dried.
As a matter of fact, she was just about to go change when you
walked in the room, weren't you Tracey?"
"Sure. " She looked as if she were trying not to smile and her eyes
were sparkling with an odd kind of humor.
I guess it was about ten months later when I found out that
Micheal had been cheating on me. He seemed so disappointed that I
couldn't go to Toronto with him on a business trip, than I arranged
and cleared it with his boss, and then flew up to surprise him. Only I
was surprised. I got the key to his room and found Michael and our
next door neighbor in a situation with only one explanation, if you
know what I mean. Do you think he could have been cheating on me
all along? We only lived together a year and a half, so I doubt it.
I was absolutly crushed at what Michael had done to me. I mean, I
really thought we had a terrific relationship; even when we rarely
got to see one another, because of his round-the-clock work
schedule, he seemed content. I don't know what went wrong.
Naturally I waited a while before I started dating, and it was two
whole weeks later before I moved in with Roger. Oh, Roger. He had
the most glorious eyes I'd ever seen. They were sort of a blue-green
with black lashes so thick, that when he squinted, it looked like he
had two sets of eyebrows. Honestly! And he drove a fantastic little
white Triumph, too. He had to push it to get it started but once it got
going, well, it was, well, I don't know, I guess, I guess it was just
real cute. Yes, it was very cute.
Roger was a painter, and quite a good painter, too. Sometimes he
painted pictures, but usually he painted houses.
We had an apartment eleven stories high in an elevator-less
building. But, I loved it. It had a wrought iron balcony off the living
room, just for looks of course, it was rusted almost clear through.
But, it looked very european. The rest of it was small but cozy.
Roger turned the bedroom into a studio, so we slept on sleeping
bags in the living room, but I loved it. I loved Roger, too. He had the
most beaut-- oh-• I guess I already mentioned his eyes.
Roger and I rarely got to see one another, because I got a full time
job so that Roger could stay home and become a famous painter; of
pictures. I still went to school at night. otherwords Roger said he
would have loved to paint me, only he could never catch me in the
right light.
One rainy November morning, I decided to stop at the deli and
take home a couple of sandwiches and a bottle of wine. A romantic
midday interlude seemed just the right change of pace for my soon
to be famous painter and me. I opened the front door at exactly noon

Jodie Lynn Vuckovich

Jodie Lynn Vuckovich
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and stopped dead in my tracks. In the middle of my living room
stood a very naked woman, making her way from the kitchen to the
bedroom.
"Umm...Rog?" The woman faltered.
Roger appeared in the doorway of the bedroom-cum-studio and
stared, open-mouthed, while I stood in the hallway, arms full of
food. After he shut his mouth, I couldn't believe his calm, "Jenny,
I'd like you to meet Alice, my model. Alice, this is Jenny."
In the midst of this absurd situation, Alice and I solemnly shook
hands and greeted one another. After all, she could have been a
model. Couldn't she?
"You must know, Jenny, how well nudes are selling on the open
markey .' '
"He means nude pictures, as in portraits and the like. Now if
you'll excuse me, I think I'll slip into something a little warmer and
be on my way. You are finished with me aren't you, Roger?"
"Not quite.Alice, I'll call you. "
"No, no, Roger, we're finished."
I felt the same tension in the room that day as I did the day I
walked in on Michael and his secretary.
Roger picked up and left me about eight months ago, I think. Or
was it nine? At any rate, that's when I met Brian. You see, lioger
came home about ten o'clock one Thursday night, asked me for fifty
dollars which I gave him without question, and introduced Brian to
me as my new roommate. Then he left.
I was crushed that Roger had left me, but as the days went by, I
learned to love Brian. He had such a sense of humor. Brian always
found something funny in the way I did something or in somethng I
said. He was always kidding me and pretending that I was really
dumb. Of course, I knew he was only kidding, otherwise I could
have gotten awfully anger.
Brian was fun. Brian and Gary and I were always doing
something, or going somewhere. Gary was Brian's best friend, why,
he practically lived with us. Brian and Gary went several places by
themselves, since school rather restricted my freedom to pick up
and go whenever I wanted; but at least I felt confident that Brian
loved me and wasn't going to leave me for another women.
He didn' t either. Last month Gary moved in with us. Seems Brian
and Gary had been in love for some months now, and just didn 't
have the heart to tell me. Well, I did them the honor of being best
maid at the wedding , but declined the invitation to join them on
their honeymoon. It just didn't seem proper, you know. Are you
following all this Doctor?
"Yes, Yes. Please continue, Jenny. I find this all extremely
fascinating. Go on dear.
" Well1, I'm so upset now that I don't have anyone. I' m seventeen
years old and aU alone. What am I going to do when I graduate from
high school next month? I'm just so confused."
"That's quite understandable, Jenny, but I don't believe we can
completely evaluate your problem here in the stuffy office setting.
Why don't you come to my house about seven this evening and we'll
continue our discussion."
"I'm not sure I understand Dr. Travers."
"I feel that ifwe could relax over a leisurly dinner and few drinks
that I .. I mean we -- could get so much farther. Alright Jenny?
Seven o ' clock?"
"Well, alright Dr. Travers, if you really think we can get farther
that way."
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HOME

7. WIDE SHOT OF BRINDLE.

l. WE SEE SEGMENTS uF AN OLD HOME
MOVIE (POSSIBLY BEACH SCENES.) SMASH
CUT TO SLIDES OF FOUR OF FIVE OLD
PEOPLE(PREFERABLYTO WHOM AGE HAS
NOT BEEN KIND.)
SLOW PAN BACK TO A MCU OF
NARRATOR, WHO IS SEATED AND DIS
COVERED THE OPERATING. THE ROOM IS
DARK. THE NARRATOR IS ALL WE SEE. HE
SHOULD BE ILLUMINATED BY A LIGHT
WHICH APPEARS TO EMINATE FROM HIM.
2.
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e

NARRATOR:

9. WIDE SHOT OF BRINDLE.

(~N CAMERA) This is a story about being old. And forgotten. And
frightened. And alone. Same difference anymore The , b
the sum and substance of growing old today. Th~y anf
ecomde
other
h' h
ousan d
. co nd'f
I ions w 1c make living seem more than a h
dying a welcome diversion.
c ore, an

:eth

10. FADE OUT.

11. SMASH CUT TO NARRATOR, SEATED
SAME AS #2.

NARRATOR:
(ON CAMERA) The Lakeside Home is equipped to handle one
hundred fifty residents at a time. According to the Home handbook,
residents live in that section of the Home which can best serve their
needs. Simply put, this means that residents are assigned to
different areas and floors depending on the toll age has taken upon
them.
The most infirm, physically and mentally, are housed in the
upperfloor and wings where they are cared for by the most titled of
the Home's staff. On this floor nearly ninety percent of the residents
are bedridden; the rest, confined to wheelchairs. Life , expectency
for those who live on four is very poor. Visitors rarely find Lakeside
tours including this no-man's land.The air has an odor of mine, and
the residents tend to behave strangely.
Those on the third floor, while still severely disabled, have some
mobility and mental dexterity and require considerably less care
than residents upstairs.
On two, mental alertness is relatively high, physical disability
low .
The first floor is reserved e,cdusively for those who1could function
on the outside,but who prefer.or are elected toJife in the Home.
The man you just met has a heart problem which put him on the
second floor of the Home. This can be a good or bad thing
depending upon your point of view.
Because people rarely die on the first two floors of the Home. At
least not in the great numbers that die on the upper floors. As their
physical and mental condition weaken, residents ae moved to higher
floors where more concentrated care is available. And on these
floors, the mortality rate is upwards of eighty percent. Residents
who enter the Home on lower floors, inevitably die on upper floors.
The Home staff believes that this is a very efficient system.
So, barring any sudden, fatal illnesses, the man can feel
reasonably secure about his longevity. As long as he stays close to
the ground floor of his Home.

. The list is slightly longer, but the stories are similar. The man
h_1mself en!ered a nursing home in 1972 with a chronic heart
ailment. His son told him at the time that the move was
I
temp
H . . h
on y
orary. e v1s1ts t e man whenever he's in town. His wife never
has though, because nursing homes depress her.
Talk to the man. Maybe you'll think his son is right. Maybe he
does spe~d too much time in the past. But then again, maybe it's
the only hfe he has left.

g

l

8. MCU OF BRINDLE.

(SOF: A!I the ~hile the narrator speaks, we should hear the hum of
the movie proJector faintly in the background.)

~d a~ a ~an, h~ "'.as too busy to worry. After all, he had his
fam1!y, his _friends, hlS Job to worry about. He tolerated only vague
considerations of the distant future. He wouJd work of
long as h
bl Th
,
course, as
.
e w~ a e.
en he and his wife would retire, with plenty
of tu~e for friends, music, travel, books, grandchildren and all else
promised to those who worked hard and pay their dues.
The man buried his wife in 1964. His son married lated in life and
moved to anoth~r city. The marriage has yet to produce children.
The. man outlived most everyone else he ever loved in life Oh
John Marlowe's still ~ound, but he had a stroke in '71 and an~the;
last year. He spends his days in bed, and must be turned once every
two ho~rs to prevent bed sores. George and Mildred Skinner moved
south SIX. years ago to a retirement village in St. Pete. They stiJJ
send Chnstmas cards to the man.
.~o else? Harley Mims? Dead. Fred and Marge Treon. Dead,
wtthm m~nths of e~ch. other. Joe Paugh? A suicide at age 73.
Stan_ley ~1~ton. Institutionalized many years ago. He refuses to
receive v1s1tors.

a

"

(SOF: The wh!r and crackle of a very old movie projector. As stills
appear, the chck of a slide projector.)

. The man in this story is very old. Ask him and he will tell you he's
hved a fu!l life .. Decorated veteran of two wars; modestly successful
commercial painter for over forty years; loving husband; devoted
father. Etcetera. Etcetera.
. The man is now a dusty, dated, first edition, never read. His head
1s full of the past. And how well he remembers!
He has known and loved the changing of many seasons many
moods . H_e can ~ecall, vividly the sound of his mother's voi~e- the
steady grip of his father's hand in his own; the scent of his ~ife's
P~rfume and the shape_ofher brea_st. He remembers the day he saw
his _first payc?eck, his first drink, his first teacher, his first
anniversary, his firstborn.
As a youth, the man never bothered with thoughts of old age.
What young man does?

e

stick. Mostly, I feel old and out of place in this big, hollow green
Home where everything is new.
I don't think I like it here.
··(PACING SLOWLY) The floor is shiny clean. Except when1t rains or
is muddy on the outside. Or when a person has an 'accident'.
(CONFIDENTIALLY) That is what they call it •· 'accident'; 'Mrs.
Wylie had an accident again' -- so that is what I will call it too.
(VERY NONCHALANTf'ACCIDENTS"ARE NO BIG DEAL IN HIS
HOME.) That's ok though. They clean it up soom and everything
shines most of the time in my Home.
My room has a bed with a knotty green spread and a little green
carpet for when the floor is cold in the morning. I have a chair and
my desk, some nice photographs, a calender with pictures of
mountains and my mirror that I have in my closet which is cracked.
(BRIGHllLY)do not have to pay rent for living here. This State pays
some, and my son Joshua pays the rest. He has someone come to
inspect my room once a month. Joshua says it is not inspecting, just
checking to see how I'm doing, but it's really inspecting. It is not
too hard to tell that. Joshua does not come because he is a busy
man. He owns a dry cleaners .
(DARKLY) Walter Simmons, Joshua's friend •· my inspector ··
comes into my room and looks in all my drawers,clicks his tongue
and takes away all of my vodka, my schnapps and sometimes my
beer!
(SIGHS) That's ok though. I will just buy some more and hide it
better. But if he takes it away again ...well, I will just have to
tdosomething about that.WalterSimmons is a schleppHe just doesn't
understand...

3. CAMERA SHOULD FOLLOW THE NAR
RATOR'S EYES UNTIL FULL ON THE MOVIE
SCREEN. FREEZE ON SLIDE OF SOME WITH
BACK TO THE CAMERA. GREAT AGE
SHOULD BE EVIDENT FROM THIS ANGLE.
4. FADE OUT.

(LOOKS TO THE MOVIE SCREEN)

(SOF: As scene fades, sound of movie projector trails off echoing
to the sound of the P.R. voice.)
'
'
P.R. VOICE:
12. FADE OUT.
!V.O.) Visitors to the Lakeside Home for the Aged are generally
impressed. And well they should be.

5. FADE IN. WIDE SHOT OF BRINDLE. ms
BACK IS INITIALLY TO THE CAMERA
THROUGHOUT, CAMERA ROTATES SLOW:
LY TO REVEAL HIS FULL FAC'E. THE ROOM
HE STANDS IN IS HOSPITAL WHITE AND
SHOULD APPEAR UNPLEASANTLY BRIGHT.

6. MCU OF BRINDLE.

13. FADE IN. BRINDLE IS SEATED, SLIGHT'!
LY AT AN ANGLE TO THE CAMERA. HE IS
SMOKING A PIPE. HE PLAYS WITH IT
THPOUGHOUT. AS HE SPEAKS OF THE
LAKE. PERHAPS A SOFT FOCUS . f'FECT
WOULD APPROPRIATE.

!~•

f 1~ a~er all, ~ne of the most complete and highly rated geriatric
ac1hhes m the city. If offers a sta~gering array of services to the
elderly:twenty-four hourmedical!X)verage;diagnostic X-ray and Jab
e;ams'. dental, optmetry, daily religious, and reality orientational
t erap1es; theraputic diets and personal laundry ... (BEGIN TO
FADE WITH "OCCUPATIONAL. .. " UNTIL DEAD SILENCE
BRINDLE SHOULD WAIT A BEAT BEFORE SPEAKING.)
.

BRINDLE:
(ON CAMERA DREAMILY. THE "OUTSIDE" SEEMS A
PARADISE TO HIM.) There is a lake out in back of this place. It is
big and runs all the way in a straight line to the sky. I love the lake. I
love it in the winter when it freezes and is a splotchy white and blue.
Or when it rains and eveything is gray and rough. Sometimes it gets
foggy and I can watch it like a big wall roll in towards me. Then it
gets warm. The water is blue, sometimes choppy. And there are the
boats -- big ones like freighters, and small-types like yachts and
sailboats. I love it in the summer best of all. Because then it is busy
and there are the people and so many boats.I can walk down to the
docks and look at them.I really like that.One day I will get me a boat
and go far out in the !wee so I can hardly see the city. Then I will
fish.
(HE COMES BACK TO EARTH .. SOLEMNLY) Today there is a mist
and I cannot see the lake.

.

BRINDLE:
(ON CAME~. LO~KS UP TO MEET OUR EYES.) I will talk
about
my ~ome 1~ you like. This is where I live and this is where is
wil
1 most
likely die, I think.

20

t '_fhis Home is big and hollow ~nd green , with many hallways that
w1_st a~d tum and follow me when I walk. The lights are
white-bnght and cut at our faces. We are most of the time very I
·· cracked and pale and lined. Sometimes, if I look very hard Iuc~!
see my own shadow in those halls. It is long, very long, and thin as a

14. CU OF BRINDLE. SOFT FOCUS SHOULD
END HERE.
15. FADE OUT.

21

16. FADE m. MCU OP BIUNDLE IN PROFILE.
MOVE CAMERA SLOWLY PANNING BACX,
TILL WE HAVE A WIDE SHOT OP BRINDLE,
FULL FACE, SEATED AT A TABLE. HE

BRINDLE:
(ON CAMERA) I am alone. There is a son, but I do not see much of
him. Which is fine by me. I don't care. Really. Because I have my
books. I like to read. I'm not so good u before and sometimes I get
headaches, but reading ia the most enjoyable habit you can develop.
That was a commercial on TV once. With an owl or something.
We have TV here but I don't watch it so much because there are
too many of us.
One time though, I saw a show about President Franklin
Roosevelt and his wife Eleanor Roosevelt. Now that was good.
(GRANDLY. HE IS VERY PROUD OF THIS) I met President
Roosevelt•· in person•· and he shook my hand and my wife's hand.
She was so excited to meet him. We were in Washington D.C. on a
vacation and we saw the Mint, and all the monuments and there, all
of a sudden, in the Whit~ House, there was the President. I had a
picture, but it is lost.
I remember Washington D.C. very good. It was spring and the
trees were all the way full to the top with tiny pink blossoms. They
were cherry trees. We had cherry trees in our yard on the outside
when we lived together. I would pay Joshua, my son, a nickel for
every basket he could pick off those trees. My wife made pies, then
froze the rest.
I haven't had cherry pies since I have been here because they
don't make them, only cobblers with cherries in them but it isn't
very good.
I miss my wife. She is dead a long time.
(GATHERS THE CARDS TO HIM, AND BEGINS ANOTHER
GAME.) I lived in an apartment once. Twenty-four eighteen A
Hadley on the south side. It was small •· bigger than my room here,
because it had a kitchenette •· but small just the same. I used to
cook my own meals there and everything. I'm not a very good cook.
But I still know painting. There was a time when nobody could do
a room better than me. But they say that I am much too old for
painting houses. I suppose I believe them.They let me work in the
office for a while. But then Jim Beacher died and his son Paulie said
that I should retire. So I retired.
Joshua, my son, let me stay with them for awhile, but that was no
good. I'm really glad•· yes, I am glad•· that I do not live with them
anymore. Joshua is married and his wife Laura, well, I don't think
she liked me very much. It wasn't hard to tell that. But then, I don't
like her either. I would never live with them again. Ever. (FIRMLY)
Now I live here. It's not such a bad place, I suppose.

PLAYS SOLITAIRE ABSENnY THROUGHOUT.
·

17. FADE OUT.

18. FADE IN. SPLIT SCREEN. TO THE LEFT,
WIDE SHOT OF BRINDLE, PERHAPS IN A
ROCKER. TO THE RIGHT, ECU OF BRINDLE
IN PROFILE. ON HIS LAP IS AN OPEN BOOK.

yell back at him. He Hill probably fire her. That's too bad.
There is a man who Jives upstairs from me. I think he ls a little
crazy because he is all the time singing right out!loud. He bas very
big lips and long, fat earlobes. His name I forget. He aings
"Strangers In The Night" and "Mairzy Doats" all day long. I sang
not too bad and was in a chorus for our church. But now my voice•••
(SHRUGS) It cracks.
And we have a new lady on our floor. She will share a room with
Mrs. Gamer. She seems to be very young to be in this Home, but
Rudy Wexler tells me that she had a stroke and cannot think very
well on her own anymore. Rudy is right, I guess. He knows
everything.
{PRODUCES CARD FROM POCKET. BRIGHTLY) Today is my
birthday and I am eighty-one years old. My son sent me a card. It
has roses like in our garden on the outside when we Jived together.
And five dollars. (SLIDES CARD INTO BOOK ON LAP) I must buy
something soon or I will lose it because I am all the time losing my
things. Like once I lost my wristwatch and seventy-five cents in the
dining room. Maybe somebody stole them, I don't know. They were
just gone.

21. WIDE SHOT OF BRINDLE.

22. FADE OUT.

(SOF: NOW WE HEAR DINNER SOUNDS, FROM THE FAR OFF
DINING ROOM. AND PERHAPS THE INEVITABLE MUZAK.)

23. FADE IN. WIDE SHOT OF BRINDLE. HE
HAS A TRAY ON A TABLE BEFORE, AND IS
EATING WHAT MUST BE HIS DINNER.

SAMUEL BRINDLE:
(ON CAMERA) I have to eat in my room now. It is not so bad eating
in my room, I think. Mrs. Lever has a catheter and it would all the
time be slipping and shewould moan.She wasat tableieightand I sat
with Rudy Wexler at table three. The food was not so bad in the
dining room but the kitchen all the time smelled like cabbages.
I hit that fat Helen Schuman and pulled out her hair. (LAUGHS, A
BIT EMBARRASSED BY THE MEMORY.)
(RIGHTEOUSLY) She eats like a pig•· she does! •· with her mouth
open and her eyes almost closed like this.
(MAKES A FACE) She makes noises through her nose, and blows it
with her napkin, and sticks it into her coffee cup.
I slapped her on the face and threw noodles at her and grabbed
her by the hair that came right out in my hand. Mr. Schuman got the
nurse to come who I just hate because she smells and walks funny
and is all the time yelling at us. But ithat's ok;I yell at her too. Fat
Helen Schuman yelled at me. But not anymore I think. She wears a
wig now ai pue hen I saw her I laughed.
But sometimes she cries and they hug and say things to her and
,Mrs.Rosenberg The Social Worker will sit with her in her room and
bring her lunch and they will eat together and talk.
(SHOVES TRAY AWAY) Lew Potter says this is because her
husband is rich or very important or something.
{GETS UP AND LOOKS ABOUT ROOM. SLOWLY MOVES
TOWARDS WINDOW) But that's ok, because I like my room better
anyway. From here I can see the very tip-top of the city over the
trees, and a piece of the lake outside. There are people out there,
you know. Many people. Thousands of them. You can't hear then,
but for the traffic and the planes that fly over.I know they are~here.
Sometimes I can hear part of a laugh, or a car door slam from down
in the street.
People come to our Home sometimes too. It is so nice to see the,
One day, someone will come for me and I will show them to my
room. There are my pictures, and my calender with the Swiss Alps,
and my bed, and mydesk where I write letters to my son Joshua. I
think he will write me back when he gets time. He's so busy.
{ALL SOUNDS CEASE, SAVE THAT OF BRINDLE'S VOICE) Yes,
it is a nice room, I guess. Except now they make me here and my
food is all the time cold and the coffee is too strong.
Mrs. Lever cries sometimes, but they don't ever take her out of
the dining room until last because she makes a mess with her
catheter and all. They don't like that too much. Once they even hit
her and only I was there. They didn't see me.
But that's ok, because I like Mrs. Lever, I think.
But I hate cabbages.
{SOF: DURING THE LAST FADE OUT OF BRINDLE, WE HEAR
THE P.R. VOICE. THE VOICE SHOULD BE DISTORTED AS IF
COMING FROM A P.A. SYSTEM.)
P.R. VOICE:
(V.0.) Resident Profile Update. Resident Name: Samuel Brindle.
Health. Ambulation: walks unaided. Diet: general. Chest X-rays:
negative. Eyesight: fair. Hearing: good. Physical diagnosis: good.
Attending physicians: Drs. Cooke, Hartness, McHenry, Obum•..
(WITH "ATTENDING PHYSICIANS" VOICE SHOULD BEGIN TO
FADE TO AN ECHO, THEN, FOR A BEAT, SILENCE.)
NARRATOR:
(ON CAMERA) Samuel Brindle, age 81. You can find him at a place
on Northmont Avenue. The Lakeside Home for the Aged. Second
floor. He should be there for a good long time.

24. MCU OF BRINDLE.

(SOF: NOW WE HEAR THE MUTED SOUNDS WHICH BELONG
IN PLACES CATERING TO THE ILL. A MUFFLED CLANG OF A
BELL, SUMMONING DOCTORS AND NURSES AND AIDES. ASN
INDISTINGUISHABLE FEMALE VOICE OVER A P.A. SYSTEM.
THE CLATTER OF METAL CARTS. THE RINGING OF PHONES.)
25. ECU OF BRINDLE, PROFILE.
SAMUEL BRINDLE:
(ON CAMERA) Music. There is all the time music, and it hangs
thick and heavy and sweet like ether in this place that is my Home.
It is an ugly music; that makes me sleepy, like in grocery stores and
dentists' offices.
I had a very bad dream last night. And when I woke up, I was
cryiug. I don't remember the dream, but I know that it was bad. A
couple of times I had a bad dream and I wasn't even sleeping. It was
in the daytime, and I never sleep in the daytime. I am afraid to go to
sleep anymore, but I am all the time too tired to stay awake.
I played bingo and I didn't win. Once I did, but that was a long
time ago, and I don't win so much anymore. I don't like to play, but
Mrs. Rosenberg The Social Worker says I should go and I did. It is a
silly game.
(WITH FORCED ENTHUSIASM) I am glad I'm in this place, really.
Sometimes I don't like it here, but now I am alone and that is the
way it st>ould, don't you think?
(PICKS UP BOOK;) Lew Potter gave _me Shakespeare to read last
week and I just finished it.
(PUT THE BOOK DOWN, AND HOLD) Lew Potter is blind, but he
was a teacher once. He understands the story and I do too. A little. I
used to like Shakespeare but not anymore. There was this king and
he was very old like me, but he went crazy and died. And I'm not··
crazy; or dead either. He had three daughters, but only one was
good to him. She was beautiful, Lew says. He has a daughter and
two granddaughters. Someday, Lew Potter told me, he would like to
see the children.
PICKS UP BOOK AGAIN AND WEIGHS IT) I would like to have a
daughter like the king.
(PUTS BOOK DOWN ON LAP AND TAKES OUT PIPE AND FILLS
IT. SHOULD FIDDLE WITH IT THROUGHOUT)
(CONFIDENTIALLY) They found a woman sleeping in a closet this
morning. She had a blanket and slept too long and didn't wake up so
they caught her. She snored, I could hear from my room next door.
She is in charge of making my bed and gives me towels once a week
and irons my shirts. Mr. Schenks, who is in charge, was there and
they yelled a lot. I like her because she yelled back at him, and
hardly. anyone else ever does. I never did. But I don't think she will
be making my bed anymore. Mr. Schenks does not like anyone to

19. WIDE SHOT OF BRINDLE. HE ROCKS
THROUGHOUT.

20. MCU OF BRINDLE.

22

26. ECU, OF BRINDLE, FULL FACE.

27. FADE OUT.
28. FOCUS ON DARKENED SCREEN.

1/1&. NARRATOR SHOULD WHEEL CHAIR IN
FROM RIGHT TO LEFf OF STAGE. WIDE
ANGLE SHOT OF NARRATOR, WHO AP
PEARS TO HAVE EMERGED FROM DARK1
NESS.
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The Meadow That Borders The Cornfield
The cattails sway
at the end of stalks
bending low to
the rustle of reeds
Brown fur torn loose
caught by the wind
spills white down
floating seeds to the soil
I bend to the earth
sinking to the stubble
of scarecrow weeds
my dark hair falling
from my shoulders
like the soft fur of cattails

AmyClark
Jodie Lynn Vuchovich

•

Weeds
Why do they have those lovely names,
Celandine, plantain, mountain bluet?
Hawkweed's not bad. So's mallows.
Why do they wear those disguises,
the cornelian cherry and flowered aster
with their shafts of serrate,
the morning glory eager as Nazis,
partrige pea and broom bush tensiled
for smothering even a Cossack's sounds?
The sounds: roots of things,
air in the pistil of the earth.
And when the air turns fevered, sere,
when the sound from the root is
distal and swollen, there comes a name,
unseaming its way to the light,
sealed as a barricade of grass-blades,
an oddment of weeds, scrummy effluvia
of buttercup, dandelion, camomile.

Alan Lichter

Jodie Lynn VuckOYich
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Your Words
Your words translate the fulness of being
into feeling that trembles, expectant to burst
from its own richness. Sometimes in dejection,

a rose dethroned in the usurpation of winter,

you will reel up proudly, suddenly,
touched by the sun's overflowing.
Opening, your hands pull upon things with their
dark interpretation, unfolding petals that guard
the heart. Your small breasts rising and falling
as a child 's betrays with its velocity a more mystical
sleep, untroubl~d by the play of its dark inhibitants.
This gathers in primeval beauty like your name.
Your voice brings a deepening silence, its reality
is effortless giving. It reaches out into another
who quietly understands.

Dr. E. Bruce Bynum

Jodie Lynn Vuckovich

The Journal As An Old Lover
you hold it close,
you let it see you like
you won't let
the others

Lyn Lifshin
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Poem
Black lace slip

The Delicate Woe

sweatily, silkily clinging
to pale, ivory cream skin.
Yet-

ONE LILY PAD IN WAKE
BEYOND THE SHADE OF BANK,
A DRESS IN FLOWER PRINT
REFUSING TO SINK.

You remember
when you ate strawberries

Letter

plucking the red ripe fruits
off with your teeth

Nepo

biting into them
delicately
almost as if you

coming back to a cold
house rain
the floors each
pillow icy
your letter
the only sun

were afraid

You sigh at the memory

lines under my
skin ache there
is too much moon

but

I need your magic

to thrill in the 90ur raw juice.

Jodie Lynn Vuckovich

now your breath stinks of scotch
sipped slyly in a comer

LynLifshin

of rustling shadows.
Now- turning awaythe mirror reflects

Neglige

a fleeting sweep

(ellen)

of smooth, young shy movement
instilled

I miss my heroin, my pumpkin,
My street scene.
I miss dodging great cements.
The lights that sounded the same
Every night, voices
Of a crowd that went to sleep
Long after the event.
And the waste you owe
Your purple iris bed was driven
With me along cannibal trash
Roads from the nursery school. My foxes
Always regret the fence, when they are our
Pewter lotus nut-bowl, the one
Aunt Ruth bought at the import dock
During bows of prohibition.
For the limousine
Scarves are soaked and left in buckets.
She went up to prepare the parfait. It was in
April, in the interest of her industry.

at Miss Mae' s school of Ballet
mirror image of myself
grown lean, gone all to
angles
i fold along
concave surfaces
brush spindly caverns
behind your eyes
as you label unerringly
the spiny stalagmites
jutting from
mine
piercing the sponge-clad
childhood
stretching against steel bands
lace the bent cord
tighter.

amid trilling simple ariasbut the moment twirls too briefly
and again
its just you
in anticipation of tonight.
A few jerked unkempt strides
straining a moment behind
an unrelenting clatter of jazz beats

belting from a scratchy
radio.

Jane Parenti

J,

A damp pale body
clung by a black lace slip

Jane Parenti

Leans toward a mirror
and with a fleeting memory
bright red painted lips

Jodie Lynn Vidovich

Trying to retrace a strawberry smile.

And what polices her dark laundry? Why
Do our serious cabinets have parakeets
Cemented to their blue targets?
"In late April my mess is due;
Be kind when you're outside," she said. As
Futile and sarcastic as peeing in the wind;
The night homes in on a speech
Toward the arch, where gargoyles
Hang and bum. They are painters in spite
Of dangerous state,
I'll dream,
Of melons hanging off the tree,
Bottles of singer ale• .Who banaed
On the girders, wrote notes we don't edge;
Fragments of glass, our ~ndicular phran~5'!>

Adam

Sharon G. Hurley
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Thesis On The Desert Dog
The coyote howls
at a greenish moon,
confessing sins that man
could never understand.
Ranches curse him,
hunt him with hate,
but the prairie dog sings

Waking Up

unconcerned,
not needing
sheep's wool
to keep him warm ....

Ruth Wildes Schuler

Poems stream like blue vessels out of my head
as I race down the highway toward dawn.
I cannot separate the women in the car
from the girl watching the parade
of patriots and majorettes
tossing batons to the sun.
Stuck within streets of Aruerican families,
I don't know thei buzz of the fly
from the rustle of crepe paper on the curb.
What blurs together ·tries to escape
on the fringe of my shoulder,
golden silk fringe that always flows
back into shape when the marchers \stop to rest.
But who can stop at a beginning
when the first light through the shade
is only a hook

Eduardo A. Garcia

and my body an open mouth.

The Stale Goodbye
It is so startling to say.
The heartjumps, as in finding

Barbara Wuest

a library hook behind the sofa.
To walk away is a kind of political crime.

At first I thought
you did not hear me leave, or perhaps
were simply accustomed
to being abandoned, but no

it is a question of laten~.
And of restitution.
Tiny necessary fees
are requested, and one
or another will pay.

Eduardo A. Garcia

Susan Scibetta
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